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Our Story
Grappler Balconies

At Grappler many of our team have
been working in aluminium
fabrication for close to four
decades. In this time we’ve
continued to innovate and elevate
what this strong, lightweight raw
material can do for New Zealand’s
building industry. 

Building with Aluminium is nothing new. Although one of the
newest metals discovered, for the last 20 years, we've been
leveraging the innovations in the aluminium industry to
"Building New Zealand's beautiful". 

With the growing need for housing and the allure of
apartment living continuing to gain momentum, scaling up
the construction processes and delivery, developers and
their build partners struggle to meet demand and keep costs
low. 

In 2020, we introduced the Grappler unitised balcony system,
and we took the opportunity to extend the outlook of the
New Zealand construction industry, elevating it to another
level. 



What we do

We achieve offsite manufacturing and
installation in a fraction of the time
compared to traditional methods. 

WE SAVE TIME

With an overall lower total cost of
ownership, a lower carbon footprint, and
many different options and components
compared to traditional balconies. 

WE SAVE MONEY &
THE ENVIRONMENT

We work directly with our clients to address
their needs and how they can best support
their customers.

CONSULTATION

Grappler is a New Zealand manufactured balcony system
that's faster, easier and smarter than anything seen before. 

Grappler balconies are a lightweight aluminium modular
system that significantly reduces the weight, structural load,
saves time and budget without compromising style,
sophistication and strength.  

Achieving a thriving and rewarding company culture and
ensuring our customers receive the very best in service
cannot be achieved in fits and starts. Just as our products
are carefully controlled and managed so too is our
approach to the work non-negotiable in its consistent
quality. 
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Why it works

Grappler is a unitised balcony system that brings
speed, innovation and value by removing
unnecessary elements that would previously delay
the apartment design and construction process.

With a Grappler balcony, we dramatically reduce the
scaffolding duration and programme timelines and
allow our clients to do away with material site
storage requirements.

We eliminate any onsite waste that comes with
traditional balconies. And by closing off building
façades earlier, we reduce weather delays and
accelerate project timeframes providing a quicker
return on the investment. 

Utilising the Grappler system, on average we install
at least 15 balconies in a single day. 

At Grappler, we build from entirely recyclable raw
material, which creates far less environmental
impact; we continue to elevate the construction
sustainability standard around New Zealand. 
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Adaptability in design, accuracy in
production, precision in scheduling and
absolute ease with installation – isn’t
 it nice when everything just slides into
place? 



With an efficient design, engineering
and consent process and a simple
glide-on, lock-in installation Grappler
frees you from the twists and turns of
traditional balcony construction. 

BIM models and specification assistance for architects
Structural calculators for quick, accurate design reviews 
Multiple connection details for Concrete, Cross Laminated
Timber, Steel, or Blockwork  
We have fire tested to AS/NZS Standard 
We have a permanent onsite balcony mockup for tactile viewing 
We provide a single warranty, and 
PS1, PS3 and PS4* consents to cover all-balcony elements

The modern apartment construction process demands considerable
energy and determination from developers, architects, engineers and
builders. At Grappler balconies, we do our very best to make life
easy. 

As a single source for planning, design, fabrication, manufacture, and
installation, everything will slide into place with our unitised balcony
system.
 
As part of the planning and design process, we offer a wide range of
tools and certification, including: 

*optional

Design & Compliance 
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Grappler Up Close
FASTER EASIER SMARTER

Lightweight & quick to install, on average up to 15 days
Cast-in structural anchors 
Reduced project timeline and overall costs
Homestar thermal ratings
No structural propping required
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Gulf Rise (right) is the first of a new generation
of Metlifecare retirement villages, designed to
blend seamlessly into the local community in
Red Beach on North Auckland’s Hibiscus Coast. 
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Belcanto Group Ltd
21 Auburn Street, Grafton

33 Tararua Road, Levin
Phone: 0800 BELCANTO

Email: projects@belcanto.co.nz
 

Let's talk


